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Abstract
This thesis presents five different nonlinear control techniques for voltage regulation of a 
DC-DC buck converter operating in continuous conduction mode. A state space 
averaging model is derived from a non-ideal buck converter circuit with the consideration 
of resistances of each component.
Based on this model, different nonlinear control techniques have been developed to 
control the DC-DC buck converter. These include backstepping control, sliding mode 
control, backstepping sliding mode control, adaptive backstepping control, and adaptive 
backstepping sliding mode control. All these proposed controllers have been evaluated by 
computer simulation and implemented on the DC-DC buck converter which is built for 
this thesis.
Simulation and experimental results show that all the proposed controllers are able to 
stabilize the closed loop system and to achieve satisfactory voltage regulation 
performances under source voltage variations and load changes.
Key words: Backstepping, adaptive control, sliding model control, pulse width 
modulation, DC-DC buck converter.
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DC-DC converters are used to convert unregulated dc voltages to regulated or variable dc 
voltages at the output [1]. They are widely used in the power supply equipment for most 
electronic systems. In recent years, pulse width modulation (PWM) DC-DC converters 
have become a popular topic for many researchers as the demands for highly efficient and 
small size power sources increase. Various analysis methods on general properties and 
robust stabilities for PWM converters have been reported in [6] [8].
Generally speaking, the DC-DC converter has nonlinear components. The value of 
inductor change nonlinearly if the converter is disturbed [12]. When the linear control 
theory is applied to a converter, it could be effective around a fixed operating point and 
with small disturbances. However, when the DC-DC converter has significant 
disturbances, the operating point will not be fixed at one nominal position and the 
controller must be robust against these uncertainties. It is therefore important to develop 
nonlinear control techniques for DC-DC converters with nonlinearities [11].
In order to make these controller design techniques relevant and applicable to DC-DC 
converters, an average model [2] is needed to describe the dynamics of DC-DC 
converters. The conventional averaging technique, which is easy to understand and 
straightforward to apply, particularly for DC-DC converters [7], gives a useful 
representation of the converter and allows simple design procedures for operation in 
certain regimes.
l
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In this thesis, a state space averaging model is developed for a buck converter with the 
concern of resistances of each component in the converter circuit. Based on this model, 
different nonlinear control techniques have been developed. These include backstepping 
control, sliding mode control, backstepping sliding mode control, adaptive backstepping 
control, and adaptive backstepping sliding mode control. Our objective is concentrated on 
finding a proper controller for the switching DC-DC buck converter to minimize the 
steady state error in the presence of the output voltage variations and load changes. All 
these five nonlinear controllers are simulated using MATLAB and implemented on the 
prototype PWM DC-DC buck converter, which is constructed in laboratory with a fixed 
switching frequency. Moreover, the experimental result of the PI controller is also 
evaluated. Their behaviors are compared with the following basic conditions: steady state 
responses to setpoint changes, sensitivities to load changes, and disturbances in the power 
supply.
This thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the state space averaging model of the DC-DC buck converter is derived in 
detail using the fundamental Kirchhoff s current and voltage laws.
In Chapter 3, Lyapunov theory, backstepping control, sliding mode control and adaptive 
backstepping control theory are reviewed, which will provide fundamental theories for 
the nonlinear controller design. And the reduced order observer is also introduced, which 
will be used to estimate the inductor current based on the output voltage measurements in 
Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 describes the design procedures of five different nonlinear controllers for the 
DC-DC buck converter. These include backstepping, sliding mode, backstepping sliding 
mode, adaptive backstepping, and adaptive backstepping sliding mode control. 
Simulations are performed to evaluate the proposed controllers using MATLAB software 
in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, a buck converter experimental system is constructed to implement the
2
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nonlinear controllers designed in Chapter 4. The experimental results are shown and 
compared in terms of steady state errors, transient responses, and sensitivities to load 
changes and disturbances in the power supply.
In Chapter 7, the main contributions of this thesis are summarized and suggestions for 
future research work are given.
1.2 Literature Review
Backstepping is a systematic and recursive design methodology for nonlinear feedback 
control. This type of control has been well studied in [5], The main advantage of 
backstepping is the construction of a Lyapunov function whose derivative can be made 
negative definite by a variety of control laws. The systematic construction of a Lyapunov 
function for the closed loop system makes the stabilization problem much easier for 
nonlinear systems. With backstepping, system nonlinearities do not have to be cancelled 
by the control law. Some useful uncertain nonlinearities can be retained, which can 
reduce control efforts and increase robustness to model errors [10],
Backstepping can be perfectly applied to a nonlinear system with a lower triangular form. 
For an ideal DC-DC buck converter circuit, the state space averaging model of the 
converter is shown to be in the lower triangular form [9]. However, for a non-ideal 
DC-DC buck converter circuit, with the consideration of the equivalent series resistance 
of the capacitor, the output voltage is not equal to the capacitor voltage and the averaging 
model does not possess a lower triangular form. To solve this problem, in [11] and [12], a 
reduced order model is derived in order to show that the equivalent series resistance of 
the capacitor can be ignored for the DC-DC buck converter. An averaging reduced slow 
model is derived with the two state variables formed by inductor current and output 
voltage, which is a suitable model for the backstepping approach.
Adaptive nonlinear controllers, which are designed for nonlinear systems with unknown 
parameters, have been developed in literature [5] [10], Among many adaptive nonlinear
3
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control techniques, backstepping control is regarded as a new breakthrough. This type of 
approach offers a systematic design procedure where unwanted cancellation of favorable 
nonlinearities can be avoided [5]. In contrast with the conventional approaches based on 
the certainty equivalence scheme, adaptive backstepping employs a tuning function as a 
parameter update law in the recursive design procedure. With this control technique, the 
global asymptotic stability of nonlinear systems with unknown parameters can be 
guaranteed.
In this thesis, the backstepping control technique is developed for a non-ideal DC-DC 
buck converter. With the selected two state variables, inductor current and output voltage, 
a state space averaging model is derived under some assumptions. Moreover, in the case 
of unknown parameters, adaptive backstepping is also developed to ensure the control 
objective. The parameter estimate update laws are designed such that the stability of the 
closed loop system is guaranteed when the parameter estimators are used by the 
controller.
Switch mode power supplies can be considered as a particular class of the variable 
structure systems (VSS), since their structure is periodically changed by the action of 
controlled switches and diodes [17]. From this point of view, sliding mode control, which 
is initially derived from the VSS theory, can be appropriately applied to DC-DC 
converters, especially to buck converters operating in the continuous conduction mode. 
This control technique offers several advantages: stability even for large source 
disturbances and load variations, robustness, good dynamic response and simple 
implementation. Its capabilities emerge especially in applications to high-order 
converters, yielding improved performances as compared to classical control techniques
[31]-
The feasible application of sliding mode control to switching mode power supplies has 
been widely investigated in literature [15]-[18], However, it has been shown that sliding 
mode controlled converters generally suffer from significant switching frequency
4
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variation when the input voltage and output load are varied [25]. Hence, it is more 
desirable to operate the converters at a constant switching frequency that does not deviate 
too far from its nominal value. One solution to this is to employ the PWM technique in 
the sliding mode control [14]. The idea is based on the assumption that the control action 
of a sliding mode controller is equivalent to the duty cycle control action of a PWM 
controller at a high switching frequency.
In order to obtain good performance under source disturbances and load variations, 
sliding mode control for power converters has been investigated in several different 
models, such as small signal model [19] and state space averaging model [20] [32], In [27] 
and [28], a mathematical model is derived with the output voltage error and the rate of 
change in the voltage error as two state variables for the DC-DC buck converter. 
Moreover, various complex hybrid sliding mode control structures have been developed. 
By combining sliding mode control with other techniques, such as adaptive control 
techniques [23] [28], these hybrid controllers ensure the control objectives even though 
there exist unknown parameters in systems. Most of these hybrid controllers require 
complex implementation algorithms.
Chattering describes the phenomenon of finite frequency, finite amplitude oscillations 
appearing in many sliding mode control implementations. These oscillations appear 
because the high frequency switching excites unmodeled dynamics in the closed loop 
system [33]. Without a proper treatment in the control design, it has been a major 
obstacle for implementation of sliding mode control to a wide range of applications.
Many different schemes have been proposed in literature [19] [33] to eliminate the 
chattering. In [34], the chattering problem is studied and four solutions are presented. 
However, all four methods possess advantages and disadvantages which depend on the 
system specifications. When designing a sliding mode controller for a given system, all 
details of the controlled system should be carefully considered to choose a proper method 
to prevent chattering. Unfortunately, there is no unified method suitable for solving the
5
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chattering problems for all systems.
In this thesis, the sliding mode control theory is reviewed and its application to PWM 
DC-DC buck converters is investigated. Two hybrid controllers, backstepping sliding 
mode control and adaptive backstepping sliding mode control, are also proposed. The 
simulation and experimental results on these controllers demonstrate their performances 
under setpoint variation, source deviations and load changes.
6
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Chapter 2
Modeling of DC-DC Buck Converter
2.1 Introduction
Mathematical models for DC-DC buck converters can be found in many books [1] [2], 
With the fundamental Kirchhoff s current and voltage laws, the dynamic models of 
DC-DC buck converters can be derived. The methodology for the derivation of the model 
is quite straightforward. First, we fix the position of the switch and derive the differential 
equations of the circuit model. Second, we combine the derived models into a single one 
by using the switch position function whose values are in the binary set {0, 1}. Finally, 
by letting the switch position function take values in the closed interval of the real line 
[0,1], we can obtain an average model from the switched model.
In this chapter, a state space averaging model is derived for a non-ideal DC-DC buck 
converter under some necessary assumptions so that it is suitable for nonlinear controller 
design in Chapter 4.
2.2 State Space Averaging
A buck converter is used to convert a high dc input voltage to a lower desired dc output 
voltage, and it is also called a step-down converter. The circuit of a buck converter is 
illustrated in Fig.2-1. In this diagram, the components of the buck converter are not ideal, 
and Rc ,R l , Rd and Rs denote the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor, 
inductor resistance, diode resistance and the resistance of the switch, respectively. The
7
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switch is an electronic device that operates in either on or off mode. The switch is 
controlled by a switching signal with a period T  in such a way that it is closed for 




Fig.2-1: The circuit of buck converter 
State space averaging method requires two set of state equations, which describe circuit 
dynamics when the switch is open and the switch is closed. Then the state equations are 




Fig.2-2: Equivalent circuit for switch closed
8
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When the switch is closed, the diode is reverse biased and an equivalent circuit of the 
buck converter is shown in Fig.2-2. Using the Kirchhoff’s voltage law in the outermost 
loop of the circuit, we get
L ^  + (RL+Rs)h + Ri,=E
Kirchhoff’s current law gives
dvc
dt
For the left inner loop, we use Kirchhoff’s voltage law to get
diT
L ~dt+^Rl + Rs ̂ *L + icRc + V c ~ E





E - L d'h
dt i K + R s )h  1 (2.4)
Combining equations (2.1) to (2.4) gives the state equation
diL _ R 
dt (R + Rq ) L vc ~
RRr R l  R s  +  —L  +  . s
(R + RC)L L L h  ----1 L
Kirchhoff’s voltage law around the right inner loop gives
vc h:R c ~  r̂R
(2.5)
(2.6)




(R + Rc )C  (R + Rc )C (2.7)
9
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Switch Open
A/W
Fig.2-3: Equivalent circuit for switch open 
While the switch is open, the diode becomes forward biased to carry the inductor current. 
Fig.2-3 shows the equivalent circuit of the buck converter during the time when the 
switch is open.
Using the same strategy, the following differential equations can be easily obtained:
dv,
dt
c _ -vc +- R
(R + Rc )C  (R + R c )C
diL R
dt (̂ R + RC^L vc ~
RRr R l  R d
(2.8)
(2.9)(R + RC)L L L
Note that both diode and switch resistances are quite small and there is no much 
difference. Therefore, it is assumed that Rs = RD for simplifying the analysis. With this 





(.R + Rc )C (R + Rc )C




RRr R l  R s
(R + RC)L L L
. E
lj H U
1 L (2 .10)
10
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This model is usually referred to as the switched model because the switch position 
function u takes values in the discrete set {0,1} .
The averaged model would be represented exactly by the same model by redefining the 
control input u as a function taking values in the closed interval [0,1]. Now a pulse
width modulation (PWM) circuit is used to determine the switch position. The PWM 
policy is specified as follows,
1 for  tk < t< tk +/i(tk)T
{0 for  tk +fi(tk) T < t < t k +T  (2 .H)
where tk represents a sampling instant defined by tk =tk +T ,  k  = 0,1,..., T  is the 
fixed switching period, the duty ratio function ju(t) , taking values from the closed 
interval [0,1], is a control input to the system.
The averaged model of the buck converter is then described as follows:
dvr 1 R
dt (R + Rc )C c (R + Rc) C l
diL _ R RRr Rl Rs 
■ +  —  +  - s- i r H jl
1 L (2.12)dt (R + RC)L c \ {R  + RC)L L ' L 
For the buck converter, the output voltage vo can be determined from the following 
equation
\ = Ri R = R {iL - ic )  =  R
— v,-0 C
Rr (2.13)
Solving (2.13) for vo produces
RRC
R + Rr h +
V
R
R + Rr (2.14)
li
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Note that the capacitor resistance Rc is very small compared with the load resistance R . 




Another reason for neglecting Rc is to make the mathematical model suitable for the 
backstepping controller design.
Simplifying the averaged model, equations (2.10) can be written as follows
x, = 0J.X, + 92x2
(2.16)
x2 — 9rxl + 94x2 + 95(i
where jq and x2 represent, respectively, the capacitor voltage and inductor current. 
The parameters 9l ,92,92,94 and 9S are defined by the following equations:
1
3 = - (.R + Rc)C 
R





(R + RC)L L L
E
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Lyapunov theory has been an important tool in the study of nonlinear theory. Although 
there might be some difficulties to find a Lyapunov function for a given system, if  one is 
found, the system is known to be stable. Backstepping is a systematic and recursive 
design method for nonlinear feedback control based on Lyapunov theory. The main 
advantage of backstepping is the systematic construction of a Lyapunov function for the 
closed loop system. The backstepping design procedure consists of several steps. A 
virtual control law is constructed for each subsystem until a control law for the whole 
system has been constructed. Backstepping method is applicable to systems in the lower 
triangular form [5],
Sliding mode control is well known for its robustness and stability. Using the high speed 
switching operation makes the system phase trajectory approach a surface S = 0 , which 
is called sliding mode surface or switching surface. And the surface can be reached as
long as the existence condition SS < 0 is satisfied. When system state vectors enter the 
sliding surface, they are limited in the surface S = 0 [3].
Adaptive control [4] is always applied to a system which has parameter uncertainties. If 
such parameter uncertainties are not reduced properly, it may cause inaccuracy or 
instability for the control system. The task of adaptive control is to maintain the 
consistent performance of a system in the presence of uncertainties or unknown 
variations in plant parameters.
13
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In this chapter, we presents Lyapunov theory, backstepping control, sliding mode control 
and adaptive backstepping control theory, which will provide fundamental theories for 
the nonlinear controller design in Chapter 4. A reduced order observer design is also 
introduced, which will be used to estimate the inductor current in Chapter 6.
3.2 Lyapunov Theory
In this section we define the notion of stability in the Lyapunov sense, and review the 
main tools for proving stability of an equilibrium point.
Consider the system
x = / (x )  (3-1)
where x is the system state vector.
Let x = xe be an equilibrium point of the system, that is, f ( x e) = 0 . The stability 
properties of this equilibrium point are characterized by the following definition. 
Definition 3.1 (Lyapunov stability) The equilibrium point x = xe of (3.1) is
•  stable if for each e > 0 there exists 8(e) > 0 such that
||x(0) —xe||< 5 => | |x ( 0 - x j< £ ,  Vt >0
•  unstable if it is not stable
•  asymptotically stable if it is stable and in addition there exists r > 0 such that
||x(0) -  xe || < r => lim x(t) = xe
•  globally asymptotically stable (GAS) if  it is asymptotically stable for all initial
conditions, that is, if
lim x(t) = xe, Vx(0)
t —>C*3
Let us first introduce some useful concepts, which are often used in discussing 
Lyapunov’s direct method (or second method).
14
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Definition 3.2 A function V(x) is said to be
•  positive definite if F(0) = 0 and V(x) >0, x & 0
•  positive semi-definite if F(0) = 0 and V(x) > 0, x * 0
•  negative (semi-)definite if —V(x) is positive (semi-)definite
•  radially unbounded if F(x) —> as ||x|| —> oo
We now state the main theorem to be used for proving global asymptotic stability 
Theorem 3.1 Consider the system (3.1) and le t/ (0 )  = 0 . Let V (x) be a positive definite, 
radially unbounded, continuously differentiable scalar function. If
V (x) <0, x ̂  0
then x = 0 is a globally asymptotically stable (GAS) equilibrium point.
In some cases, global asymptotic stability can be shown when F(x) is only negative 
semi-definite.
Theorem 3.2 Consider the system (3.1) and let / ( 0) = 0. Let V(x) be a positive 
definite, radially unbounded, continuously differentiable scalar function, such that
V (x) < 0, Vx
let S = j x : V(x) = 0] and suppose that no other solution than x(t) = 0 can stay forever
in S . Then x = 0 is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point.
Note that both theorems give no clue about how to find the function V satisfying the 
conditions necessary to show GAS. In some cases, there are natural Lyapunov function 
candidates like energy functions in electrical or mechanical systems. In other cases, it is 
basically a matter of trial and error.
15
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3.3 Nonlinear Backstepping Control
Let us assume that the plant parameters are known. The application of backstepping 
approach to nonlinear system with the lower triangular structure is illustrated as follows. 
Consider an SISO nonlinear system of the following form
*1 = /;0 i)+ g i(* i)* 2
x 2 — f 2 (  X j , X2 )  +  § 2  ( X j , )  -*3
x3 — (xj, x2, x3) + g x (xl3 x2, x3) u (3 2)
where /. and g\ are smooth functions and g .(0) *  0 , x ,, x2 and x3 are the state 
variables, u is the control input.
First, choose the Lyapunov function Vx, that is,
(•* .)= !*? (33)
the derivative of the Lyapunov function Vx is given by
Vx = XjXj (3-4)
If x2 is considered to be the virtual control for the first equation of (3.2), it would be 
designed as the following equation
x2 = ai (xi) = ~ ))
S i W  (3.5)
which will make the derivative of Vx
V1= -c 1x12 (3--6)
negative definite, where cx > 0 is a design parameter.
Second, x3 is viewed as the virtual control in the second equation of (3.2), introducing 
the new error variable x2 -  a x (x,).
16
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Choose the Lyapunov function V2
F2( ^ , ^ )  = ^ + I ( x 2- a , ) J (37)
Then, the derivative of the Lyapunov function V2 is
d(X
V2 = Vl+ (X2 ~ ̂ ) ( f 2( ^ X2) + §2(XP X2>X3 + & A K ) )
dxi (3.8)
The virtual input x3 is given by
x3 = a 2 , x2) = — — - (-c2 (x2- a x) - f 2 (xj, x2) + - ^  ( / 3 ) + g l (x{ )x2))
g2(xv x2) dxi (3.9)
which results that the derivative of V2
V2 = - c xxf -  c2 (x2 -  a x )2 ^
is negative definite, where c? > 0 is a design parameter.
Finally, introduce the new error variable x3 -  a 2 (x,, x2) and design our actual feedback
control u to stabilize the system by using the Lyapunov function V3
r3(x1,x2,x3) = V2+±(x3- a 2)2 (3-11)
The derivative of the Lyapunov function is
V3 — V2 + ( ^ ’3 — X-/3 (' '"1 ’ X2 ’ X3 ) g3 ("'"I ’ X2 ’ X3
- ^ - ( f l ( Xl) + gl(Xl)X2) - ^ - ( / 2 ( Xl’X2) + g2(Xl’X2)X3)) (3.12)
The control u can be chosen as follows:
u — - - [—c3 (x3 — cc2) — f 3 (Xj, x2, x3)
g3(x3,x2,x3)
+ ̂ ( f l ( Xl) + gl(Xl)X2) + ̂ ( M Xl’X2) + gl(Xl’X2)Xl)\
dx! ox2 (3.13)
17
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to make V3 negative definite, that is
V3 - c 2(x2- a x)2 - c 3(x3 - a 2)2 < 0 (3-14)
Where c3 > 0 is a design parameter.
In summary, for system (3.2), the backstepping controller can be implemented as follows:
u -  i -[-c 3(x3 - a 2) - f 3 ,x2, x3) 
g3(x1,x2,x3)
+ ^  (A  ( * 1 )  +  g l  (* 1  ) * 2 )  +  ^  (fi  ( * 1  ,*2 )  +  S i  O l  >X2 ) x 3 ) ]dXj dx2
where a x (x,) = — ^ - ( - e y y  ~ / , ( x ,))
Si l x i j
a 2(x,,x2) = — ---- -(-c2(x2 - a l) - f 2(xl,x2) + ^ - ( / , (xx) + g l(xx)x2))
g2(x,,x2) dxx
3.4 Sliding Mode Control
The sliding mode control scheme consists of two steps. The first involves the design of a 
sliding surface so that the sliding motion satisfies the design specifications. The second is 
concerned with the selection of a control law, which will make the sliding surface 
attractive to the system state. It is worth noting that this control law is not necessarily to 
be discontinuous.
Let’s consider the following general system with a scalar control input
x = f ( x , t ,u ) 0-15)
where x is the column vector, f  is a function vector with dimension n , and u 
represents the control input.
The function vector f  is discontinuous on the surface S(x,t) -  0 , that is,
18
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(3.16)
The system is in sliding mode if its representative point moves on the sliding surface 
S(x,t) = 0.
3.4.1 Reaching Condition
Consider the system x = f (x , t ,u )  with the scalar discontinuous input u which is 
given by
Let [x+] and [x ] be the steady state representative point corresponding to the input
u+ and n", where x is a column vector. Then a sufficient condition for the system to 
reach the sliding surface is given by
This means, if the steady state point for one substructure belongs to the region of the 
phase space reserved to the other substructure, sooner or later the system representative 
point will hit the sliding surface.
3.4.2 Existence Condition
The sliding mode existence condition requires that when the system phase trajectories are 
near the sliding surface S(x,t) = 0 in both regions, they must be directed toward the 
sliding surface. In other words, for the points which satisfy S > 0 , the corresponding 
state velocity vector f + must be directed toward the sliding surface when it approaches
u =
(3.17)
[x+]e S (x )< 0
(3.18)
[x ]e  S(x) > 0
19
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the sliding surface, and the corresponding state velocity vector / ” will do the same 
movement for the points satisfying S  < 0 .
Indicating with subscript N the components of the state velocity vectors f + and / “
orthogonal to the sliding surface, the following equations can be obtained
lim f t  < 0 => lim VS f + < 0
S—> 0+ S-* 0+
(3.19)
lim f N > 0 => lim VS f  >0
S->0" 5—>0“
Since
dS _ y . dS dxt _
dt ,=1 dxt dt (3.20)
The existence condition of the sliding mode becomes
lim — < 0 ,  lim —  > 0 =>lim -^-<0 0-21)
dt s->0- dt dt
When the inequality equation (3.21) holds in the entire state space and not only in the
region around the sliding surface, then this condition is also sufficient condition for the
system to reach the sliding surface.
3.4.3 Equivalent Control
In this section, we focus on the behavior of the system operated in a sliding regime. 
Equation (3.22) defines a system that is linear with the control input,
x = f ( x , t )  +g(x,t)u (3.22)
The scalar control input u is discontinuous on the sliding surface S(x,t)  = 0 , while /
and g are discontinuous function vectors. Under sliding mode control, the system
trajectories should stay on the sliding surface S(x, t) = 0 , that is,
20
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where J  is a lx n  matrix, the elements of which are the derivatives of the sliding 
surface with respect to the state variables. Using equations (3.22) and (3.24), we obtain
J  x = J  f ( x , t )  + J  g(x,t)ueq = 0 (3-25)
where the control input u was substituted by a equivalent control ueq that represents
an equivalent continuous control input, which maintains the system on the sliding 
surface.
Rearranging the equation (3.25), we get
U „ = H J  g)-'Jfl .x, t) <326>
Substituting equation (3.26) into equation (3.22) leads to
i = u - z ( j  g y ' j ] f ( x , t )  <3'271
Equation (3.27) describes the system motion under sliding mode control. It is important 
to note that the matrix I  -  g (J  g)”1 J  is not of full rank. This is because, under sliding
regime, the system motion is constrained to be on the sliding surface. As a consequence, 
the equivalent system described by equation (3.27) is of the order n - 1.
This equivalent control ueq is also valid for multiple control inputs. In this case, the
system motion is constrained on the hyper surface obtained by the intersection of the 
individual switching surface Si (x, t) = 0.
3.4.4 Chattering
The chattering phenomenon is described as finite frequency, finite amplitude oscillations 
in the neighborhood of the sliding manifold. These oscillations are caused by the high
21
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frequency switching of a sliding mode controller exciting unmodeled dynamics in the 
closed loop system. The chattering phenomenon shown in Fig.3-1 appears in many 
sliding mode implementations.
The chattering should be definitely eliminated. Otherwise it would result in loud noise, 
high wear of moving mechanical parts. Many different schemes have been proposed in 
research literature to eliminate the chattering [12] [13].
T r a j e c t o r y
C h a t t e r i n g
S l i d i n g  s u r f a c e
Fig.3-1: Chattering phenomenon in sliding mode control
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3.5 Adaptive Backstepping Control
For systems with parametric uncertainties, there exists adaptive backstepping [5]. Here, a 
tuning function is designed as a parameter update law such that closed loop system 
stability is guaranteed. In what follows, the application of adaptive backstepping 
procedure for a third order nonlinear system in the lower triangular structure is 
developed.
Consider the following system
where 9 is the unknown constant parameter, x ,, x2 and x3 are the state variables and 
u is the control input. <px (0) = 0 , (j)2 (0) = 0 and (f)x (0) = 0.
First, if x2 is considered to be a virtual input for the first equation of (3.28), an adaptive 
controller can be designed as
x, = x2 +M XJ6
x2 = x3 + <p2(xx,x2)9
x3 = u + ip2 (xj, x2, x3 )9 (3.28)
x2 = a x( ^ ,6) = -CjZj - <j)x{xx)9 (3.29)
where zx = xx and 6 is the estimation of the unknown parameter. Introducing the new
error variable z2 =x2- a x, the zx equation becomes
Zj = ax +z2 +<px(xx)9 (3.30)
Select the Lyapunov function Vx
(3.31)
where 9 — 6 — 9 is the parameter estimation error.
23
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The derivative of the Lyapunov function is
V, = z, (a, + z2 + 0 ,0 )-—09
7
= zx(ax+z2+0 9 ) - - 0 ( 0 -y/>xzx)
7 (3.32)
We can eliminate 9 from Vx with the update law 9 = yax, where
°iO i) = $(*i)zi 3̂'33^
Since x2 is a virtual control input, here, we retain the 0 term in Vx
~ 1 -Vx = -c xzx + zxz2+0(— 9 + crx)
7 (3.34)
Second, x3 is viewed as the virtual control for the second equation of (3.28). 
Introducing the new error variable z3 = x3 -  a 2, the z2 equation becomes
da, . da, ~z9 = x , -----— X ------±0
2 2 dxx 1 d0
= Xi+029 - ^ Xx- H 9
3 2 dxx 1 d0
= z3+ a2- ^ Lx2- ^ - 0 - ^ L0l0 + 020
dxx d9 dxx (3 .35)
Choose a Lyapunov function V22
V2 = Vx + — z2 (3-36)2 i 2 2
The derivative of the Lyapunov function is
T> 2 / da, da, ~ da, , , , „ ~ 1 * .V2 = -cxzx + z2(zx+zi + a2- — ± x2- —4-0— - ^ 0 x0 + 020) + 9(— 9 + a x)
axx d9 dxx y
= -qzf + z2(zx+zi +a2- ^ Lx2 - ^ 0 - ^ 0 0 + < p 20) +0(--9+ax +z2( - ^ - 0 + 0 ) )
dxl d0 dxj /  dxx (3.37)
24
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From the equation (3.37), the term 0 can be eliminated with the update law 0 = yer2, 
where
d a<J2 , x2, &) — (Jj + z2 ( -  <j)x + 02)
dxi (3.38)
If x3 is actual control for the given system, we could let z3 = 0, that is, x3 = a 2. a 2 
can be designed as follows
3 dx: 2 dxl 1 dx2 3 dx2 2 dO
Now, choose the Lyapunov function V3
The derivative of V} is given by
f)/y
V3= - c r f - c 2zl + z2- f ( y c J 2- d )
60
. , _ da2 da2 n da2 3a 2 _ 3a 2 * 1 *
+z3(z2 +w + 0 30 - — ^ x 2 r  ~ x3 - — <̂/>20 - —f o )  +0 ((j2 — ^)
dX[ dXj dx2 dx2 da /
25
(3.39)
, s, da, da, da, ~ -ct2 (xj, x2,0) — — Zj — c2z2 + — x2 + r, ya2 + — 0XO — 02O)
dXj d0  d ^
to make L2 = — c2z 2 -  c2z\
Since x3 is virtual control, we retain the tuning function a 2 in L2, that is,
V2 =  -CjZj2 -  c 2z 2 +  Z2 Z3  +  Z2  (yi72 — 0) + 0(<72 -  — §)
do r  (3.40)
Finally, the derivative of z 3 can be expressed as
, 3 a 2 . 3 a2 . 3 a 2 ^
z ,  = x, — cr, = u + o,0-------  x ,   x7 t-0
3 3 3 x j 1 3 x 2 3  0
(3.41)
V3 = V2 + —z3 (3-42)
3 2 2
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In equation (3.43), the term 6 can be eliminated with the update law 0 = ycr3, where 
<r3 is tuning function
/ As / j. da7 da7
<J3( x i , X 2, X 3, 0)  — (T2 +  Z j  ( 03 -  (fa — 02)
dXj dx2
Note that
A da2 da2e - y a 2 = yu2- y v 2 = jtJ3(03-^ -< fa  ~ x r ^ 0 2)
dx, dx2
and equation (3.46) can be rewritten as
T> 2 2 2 / da, da2 da7 , ..
3 ~ ~C\Z\ ~ C2Z2 ~ C3Z 3 Z 3 ( ^ 3  ~ Z 2 " 7(02 3 01 ~ ~ 02 ))dO dx, dx2
Now the correction term v3 is chosen as
^3 = z2 ^  7( 03 -  y 1- 0̂  - 0 2 ) GO dx, dx2
(3.44)
(3.45)
The control input can be designed as follows
, p. da7 da7 , p da7 da7 , p da7 .
u = - z2 - c 3z2- 0 20 + — ^ x 2 + —^ 0 ie + — ± x3+— ^ 0 29 + —fy c r3+v3) 
dx, ox, dx2 dx2 dd
where v3 is a correction term to be determined later. V3 becomes
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Finally, the derivative of V3 can be obtained
V3 — —CjZj - c 2z2 — c3z3 <0
In summary, the adaptive backstepping controller for a given system (3.28) 
designed as follows
, -  da2 da2 , s da2 da2 , - d a 2 .
U = -Z2- C3 Z3  -  f e d + - ^ x 2 + — ^ <px6 + — x3 +— <̂j>20 +— f  ya3 + v3) 
dx, dxj d t2 dx2 36
with the update law 6 = ya3
where a x (x,, 6)  =  -c,z, -  (px (x, )6
/  ^  da, da, da,  ~  -ct2(x,, x2,0) — — Zj — c2z2 + — x2 + ya2 + — (j\6—<p2d)
dx, do dxJ
dax da2 da2
V-} — Z2 ~ 3 -n ^1 3  $2)50 dx, dx7
3.6 Reduced Order Observer
Suppose not all state variables can be measured. Then the state vector x
partitioned into two sets,
x, : Variables that can be measured directly
x2 : Variables that cannot be measured 
The state equations are written as follows
x, = Anxx + Aux2 + BxjU
x2 = A21xj + A22x2 + B2ju 
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(3.53)
where Cx is square and nonsingular matrix.
For the full order observer, we could get the observer equations 
Xj = Anxx + Al2x2 + Bxn  + L,(y -  Cxxx)
X2 ~ 2̂1*1 ^22^2 ^2F  -̂ 2 (-F )
Because we can measure the state variables x, directly, there is no need to implement
the first observer equation for xx.
^  = Xj = (3-54)
In this case the observer for those state variables that cannot be measured becomes
x2 = \ xC[xy  + ^ 2x2 + B2/l (3.55)
which is a dynamic system of the same order as the number of state variables that cannot 
be measured. The dynamic behavior of this reduced order observer is governed by the 
eigenvalues of T22, a matrix over which the designer has no control. Since there is no
assurance that the eigenvalues of are stable, we need a more general system for the
reconstruction of x2. We take
x2 — Ly + z (3.56)
where z = Fz + Gy + Hju 
Define the estimation error
e = x —x =
"1 1 i 1 1 II




e 2 X 2 X 2
— A2Ix1 + Arix1 + Bl; T z
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= AyXj + A22x2 + B2/l — LCxxx - F z - G y  — H fl
(3.58)
= A11xl + 4z2x2 + B2/i  -L C 1(Axxxx+AX2x2+Bxju) -  F(x2 — Ly) -G y-F ij i
Since
x2 — Ly — x2 — e2 — Ly — x2 - e 2 - L C xxx (3.59)
we get
e2 =Fe2 +(A2X —LClAxx —GCX +FLCl)xl +(An -LCXAX2-F )x2 +(B2 -LCXBX-H )/l  (3.60)
The matrices multiplying x ,, x2 and jl must be zero so that the error could be
independent of x ,, x2 and fl
F  = Aa - L C xAa 
h  = b 2- l c xb x
G = (A2X- L C XAXI)CXX + FL (3.61)
Then
e2 =Fe2 (3-62)
and for stability the eigenvalues of F must lie in the left half s -  plane. Therefore, we 
see that the problem of reduced order observer is similar to the full order observer with 
(zf,2 -L C XAX2) playing the role of ( A - L C ) . The block diagram schematic is shown in 
Fig.3-2.
In summary, the reduced order observer can be implemented by introducing new state 
variables z . The state variables x2, which can not be measured, can be estimated with 
the equation
x2 = Ly + z
z = (A2 2 — LCxAx2)z+ \jKA2x- L C xAxx)Cxx + FL^y + {B2 - L C xBx)jJ,
29
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Plant
Controller
Fig.3-2: Block diagram of reduced order observer
30
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Chapter 4
Nonlinear Control Design Methods for Buck 
Converter
4.1 Introduction
DC-DC power converters, as one type of the simplest power electronic circuits, have 
been widely used in power supply equipment for most electronic systems. In recent years, 
several different nonlinear control techniques have been developed for DC-DC power 
converters. These include feedback linearization technique [26], self-tuned dither control 
[13], sliding mode control [22]-[24], backstepping control strategy [11] [21], and so on.
In this chapter, the following five nonlinear controllers are designed for a DC-DC buck 
converter based on three nonlinear control methods discussed in the previous chapter.
•  Backstepping control
•  Sliding mode control
•  Backstepping sliding mode control
•  Adaptive backstepping control
•  Adaptive backstepping sliding mode control
Our objective is to develop feedback controllers for the DC-DC buck converter to 
minimize the steady state error in the presence of load changes and input voltage 
variations.
Before we start to design the nonlinear controllers, let’s recall the state space averaging 
model of the DC-DC buck converter introduced in Chapter 2,
31
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x2 = 9 3x x +  9 4x 2 +  9 5l i
x, = 9X xx + 92x2 (4.1)
(4.2)
where 9 X, 9 2 , 9 3 , 9 4 and 9 S are the parameters of the buck converter defined by the 
following equations,
X[ and x2 represent, respectively, the output capacitor voltage vc and inductor current 
iL, Rc , Rl and Rs denote the resistance of the capacitor, inductor and switch/diode,
respectively, E  stands for the value of the external source voltage, R is the load 
resistance.
Note that 9 S is always greater than the zero if  E  * 0 and 9 2 is always greater than
zero if the load resistance R is not zero. Throughout the thesis, we assume that E  ^  0 
and R * 0 .
In order to achieve a good control performance, an integral term is introduced to 






where Vd is the desired output voltage.
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4.2 Backstepping Control
According to the backstepping design theory, a controller is designed in the following 
steps:
Stepl. In equation (4.3), x, is viewed as a virtual input. Select the Lyapunov function:
v = - e  (4.4)
1 2
Then the virtual control
xl = a 0 = - c 0̂  + Vd (4.5)
makes the derivative of Vx, that is,
V ,= &  = ~c0f  + £(x, -  a 0) (4-6>
negative definite, where c0 >0 is a design parameter.
Differentiating a 0 to get a 0 and d 0 as follows:
C‘o = - c ^  + VJ =-c„(x l - V J) + V, 0 .7 )
• -  <4'8>
^0 _ C0(*l Ki^^^d ~ C0 (^lA + ®2Xl) + C<Xd + Vd
Step2. The derivative of the new error x, -  a 0 is expressed as
x, - d ()-  0xxx + 02x2 -  a 0 (4-9)
The augmented Lyapunov function is chosen as
^ - « o  f  (4-10)
The derivative of V2, using (4.6) and (4.9), is
V2 -  l  (^  — a 0)(xx — a 0)
— —c0̂  + ^  (xj — (Xq ) + (Xj — (Xq )(xj — (Xq )
— —c0̂  + (Xj — oc0 )(<̂  + 0xxx + 02x2 — d(0) ^
33
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The virtual control can be designed for x2, that is,
—  CCX —  [  Cx( x j CCQ )  ^ X j + C ^ q ) ]
*2 1 a
2 (4.12)
to make V2 negative definite, i.e.
V2 = -c 0£2 + (x, - a 0)(£ + 9xxj + 92x2 - a 0 + 02a x - 02a x)
— — Cq<̂ + (Xj — CTq)]^ + 0jX[ + — 1 (“h — — <5 — +^o)_ 2̂ai]
— ~c0£ + (Xj — ct0)[—cx (Xj — (Xq) + 02 (x2 — (xj)]
— — — Cj(Xj — ct0) + f?2 ("h — ~ CX\)  ̂ ^
where Cj >0 is a design parameter.
Step3. It follows from (4.12) that the time derivative of ax is given by
~ ^ ( ^ i — « o ) 1
2
[(CjC^Q (Xj )  +  Ctg )  +  (  Cj f^ X ^ X j +  f?24T2 )]
d2 (4.14)
The derivative of x2 -  ax can be expressed as
x2 -  a x = 02xx + <94x2 + 65/j, -  a x (4-15)
At this point, select a Lyapunov function and design control input /i to make its
derivative negative definite. To this end, choose
= (4' 16)
then its derivative, using equations (4.13) and (4.15), is
V2 — V2 + (x2 — Ctj)(x2 — (Xx)
= - c 0£2 - c x(x2 -ccx)2 + 02(Xj - « 0)(x2 - « j )  + (x2 - a x)(x2 -ccx)
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= -c 0£2 -Cj(x2 - « j ) 2 +(x2 - o 1)[02(x1 - a o) + 03x1 + 04x2 +05/ / - a 1] (4-17)
The control input j l , which cancels the indefinite term in V\, is given by.
fi = — [-c2(x2 - a l) - 0 2(xl - a a) - 0 ixl - 0 Ax2 + a j
es (4.18)
where c2 >0 is a design parameter.
With the designed control input j l , the derivative of the Lyapunov function V3 is
^ 3  =  “ c o f  -  c i ( * 1  “  « b )2 -  c 2 ( * 2  -  a ,)2 ( 4 ‘ 1 9 )
which is negative definite.
4.3 Sliding Mode Control
4.3.1 Design of Sliding Surface
In sliding mode control, the input switching states fX, which corresponds to the turning
on and off of the power converter’s switch, is determined by a sliding surface S .
The basic idea of sliding mode control is to design a certain sliding surface in its control 
law that will direct the trajectory of the state variables towards a desired origin. For our 
system’s model, assume the output voltage error is ex=vo- V d , where Vd is output 
reference voltage. The following sliding surface is chosen
S = el +Kel = 0 (4-20)
where K  is a sliding coefficient. Then the dynamic performance of the error ex is
ex(t) -  el(T)e~K(t̂ t) (4-21)
Where t  is any point in time and ex (r) is the voltage error at T .
According to Routh criteria, when the sliding coefficient K > 0 is met, the error ex
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converges to zero. Note that x{ = vo and
A = v0 = 9xxx+92x2 (4.22)
From (4.20) and (4.22), it follows that
5 = 6,+ Kej = 9xxx + 02x2 +K(xl —Vd)
(4.23)
— {9X + K)xx + 02x2 + KVd .
The purpose of the sliding surface is to serve as a boundary to split the phase plane into 
two regions. Each of these regions is specified with a switching state to direct the phase 
trajectory toward the sliding surface. It is only when the phase trajectory reaches and 
tracks the sliding line toward the origin that the system is considered to be stable.
4.3.2 Equivalent Control
The equivalent control input n  can be formulated by setting 5 = 0 
5 = (9X + K)x j + 02x2
General speaking, the control input has two forms: // = 0.5(1 + sign(S)) or
jl = 0.5(1 -  sign(S)) in DC-DC converters. How to select a control input value is depend
= (9X + K  )(0[X, + 92x2) + 92 (93xj + 94x2 + 95/j )
— (($j K )93 +02$))-h ^"((^i K^92 + 9 294)x2 +  9293ju (4.24)
on the sliding surface 5 = 0 and approaching condition 55 < 0. Assume the control
input is [l = 0.5(1 -  sign(S)) . Then,
0 for 5 >0
1 for 5 < 0 (4.25)
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To get equivalent control, let S -  0. Using equation (4.24), we have
_ ( o , + m + e 2e , x  (ol+ K)e2+e20
q a o 1 o q 2
2 5 2 5 (4.26)
where jUeq is continuous and 0 < f i eq <  1 .
4.3.3 Existence of Sliding Mode Control
Although abiding the hitting condition, which states that the system trajectory must 
eventually reach the sliding surface, the control law in (4.25) only provides the general 
requirement that the trajectories will be driven toward the sliding surface. However there 
is no assurance that the trajectory can be maintained on this surface. To ensure that the 
trajectory is maintained on the sliding surface, the existence condition, which is derived 
from Lyapunov’s second method to determine asymptotic stability, must be obeyed
lim SS < 0  (4.27)
s-> o
Thus, by substituting the time derivative of S , the condition for the existence of a 
sliding mode is
SS = S[{(0l +K)0l +0203)xl +((0, +K)02 + 0 20 4 ) x 2 +0205ju} < 0 (4-28)
The control input fi includes two parts
V = Meg+Mn <4-29)
where jleq is equivalent control and jin is nonlinear switching control.
Substituting equation (4.29) into (4.28) produces
SS = S(0205/in)<  0 => Sjin < 0 (4-3°)
When S > 0 , j u - 0  and 0< jueq <1 , fLn -  ju -  jieq < 0  . At this time, the condition
SS = S/in < 0 is met. On the other hand, when .S < 0 , // = 1 and 0 < fieq < 1 ,
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jLn— j l -  ueq > 0. At this time, the condition SS = S u n < 0 is also met. Therefore, the
condition SS <0 is always met, then the sliding mode exists and sliding mode control is 
effective.
4.3.4 Chattering
Ideally, a converter will switch at infinite frequency with its phase trajectory moving on
the sliding surface when it enters sliding mode operation. However, in the presence of
switching imperfections, such as switching time constant and time delay, this is not
possible. The discontinuity will produce a particular dynamic behavior around the sliding
surface known as chattering. If the chattering is left uncontrolled, the converter system
will become self-oscillation at a very high switching frequency corresponding to the
chattering dynamics. This is undesirable because high switching frequency will result in
excessive switching losses, inductor losses, and electromagnetic interference noise.
To solve this problem, the control law in (4.25) is redefined as
0 for S > k  
Vec, for - k < S < k
1 for S < - k
(4.31)
where A: is an arbitrarily small value. The reason for introducing a hysteresis band with 
the boundary condition S > k  and S < - k  is to provide a form of control to the 
switching frequency of the converter [25], This is a method commonly employed to 
alleviate the chattering effect of sliding mode control.
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4.4 Backstepping Sliding Mode Control
The design procedures are shown as follows.
Stepl. In equation (4.3), Xj is viewed as a virtual input. Select the Lyapunov function:
K = I < f  (4-32)
1 2
Then the virtual control
xx= a 0 = -c 0% + Vd (4-33)
makes the derivative of Vx, that is,
K = &  = ~c0f  + £(*i - a Q) (4-34)
negative definite, where c0 >0 is a design parameter.
Differentiating a Q yields
a ,  = -? o t  + K  - V , )  +  K  (4.35)
. , . . .  (4.36)
a 0 — c0 (Xj Vd ) + Vd — c0 (0xxx + $2x2 ) + + Vd
Step2. The derivative of the error xx -  a 0 is expressed as
x, -  a 0 = 0xxx + 02x2 -  a 0 (4-37)
The augmented Lyapunov function is chosen as
(4 3 8 )
The derivative of V2, using (4.34) and (4.37), is 
V2 — Vx + (Xj — (Xq )(Xj — cc^)
— (Xj — a 0)  +  (Xj — cxq )(Xj — (X0)
— + (xj — cc0 )(£ + 0xxx + 02x2 — (X0) (4.39)
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The virtual control can be designed for x2 as
X2 — CXx — [ C j(Xj CHQ) ^  ^ X j + C ^ q ]
92 (4.40)
to make V2 negative definite, i.e.
V2 = - c 0£2 + (x, - a 0)(£ + 0xx{ + 92x2 -  a 0 + 02a x -  02ax)
— — c 0 £  +  (x j  — (X 0 )  +  0}xx +  02x2 —  c c 0 +  ( —Cj (X[ — ct0) — ^  —  0xxx + 0 C q )  —  9 2 c c 1 ]
— — c j ^  + (Xj — cr0)[—Cj (Xj — a 0) + 02 (x2 — c^)]
— —c0<̂ — C](X[—ct0) + 02(xx — 0Cq)(x2 — ccx) (4-41)
where c, >0 is a design parameter.
Step3. It follows from (4.40) that the time derivative of a x is given by
— 1̂ ^ 1  — ̂ o) — 4" &o 1
2
~ [(q«0 _ ("h — ) 4“ &o ) 4" (—C1 — “1“ 2̂̂ 2 )]
2 (4.42)
The derivative of x2 -  a x can be expressed as
x2 -  a x -  03xx + #4x2 + #5/i -  ax (4.43)
At this point we will define a sliding surface S , select a Lyapunov function V3 and
design a feedback law ji to make V3 negative definite.
S  = x2 -  a x
^ = n + ~ s
1 „ 2 (4.44)
The derivative of Lyapunov function V3, using equations (4.41), (4.42) and (4.43), is:
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v3 = v2 + ss
= - c 0̂ 2 -  q (x2 -  a x)2 + 02 (x, -  a 0 )(x2 -  o ') + 5(x2 -  a x)
— — C q ^  —  Cj (Xj — 0C q} + 5' [ 02 (Xj C(q 93x 3+ 94x 2 - \ -93[A — c x ^  ( 4 4 5 )
The feedback law / I , which cancels the indefinite term in V3, is given by.
fi = — [-92(*! -cx0) -  93x3 -  94x2 + a l —kxS — k2sign(S)]
9s (4.46)
where kx > 0 and k2 >0 are design parameters and sign(.) is a sign function.
Notice that the control law (4.46) reduces to a type of sliding mode control if  the
parameter k3 is zero and to a type of backstepping control when k2 -  0.
With the designed control input j l , the derivative of the Lyapunov function V3 is
V3 = -c 0£2 - ct(x! - a 0)2 - k3S 2 - k25 • sign(S)
= -c 0g2 ~ Cj (Xj — (Xq )2 — AtjiS"2 - k 2 |s| (4.47)
which is negative definite.
4.5 Adaptive Backstepping Control
The performance of a backstepping controller is good under the condition that parameters 
of the buck converter model are well known. In real situation, it is hard to know the exact 
values of parameters. For instance, the load resistance is unknown and time-varying. 
Therefore, an adaptive backstepping controller is introduced to the buck converter to deal
with the unknown parameters. Since the parameters 9l ,92,93,94 and 95 are unknown, 
the parameter estimators will be introduced in the following design procedures.
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Stepl. In equation (4.3), x, is viewed as a virtual input. Select the Lyapunov function:
Then the virtual control
v , = - f
1 2
Xj ocQ c 0£ + Vd
(4.48)
(4.49)
makes the derivative of Vx, that is,
K = &  = -c 0£2 + €(xi-<xo) (4.50)
negative definite, where c0 >0 is a design parameter.
Differentiating a 0, we have
«0 Co£ + K
(Xq — —c0(Xj ~ V d )  + Vd — — c0(0jXj + 02x2) +  c 0Vd +  Vd 
Step2. The derivative of the error x1 -  a0 is expressed as
X j — c tQ =  Qxx j +  0 2x 2 — a 0 
The augmented Lyapunov function is chosen as
The derivative of V2 , using (4.50) and (4.53), is 
V2 — Vx +  (X j  — cxQ ) ( x j  — a 0 )
— ~C q^  +  ^ X j  — OCq)  +  (X j  — CCq){X x — C £q)
— ~C q^  +  ( X j  — (Xq )(<5 +  &XX X +  0 2X2 — (Xq )






x2 = ax -  — -C j (X j -  (Xq ) -  £  -  6XX X +  (Xq
(4.56)
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where 6X and 02 denote the estimates of the parameters 9X and 02, c, >0 is a design 
parameter.
From (4.55), together with (4.56), the resulting derivative becomes:
V2 — ("h _ ̂ 0)(l5 fyXl @2x2 ~OCq~̂ @2&\ — ̂ 2^\)
— — c0<̂ +(Xj — ct0) — Cj(xj — cr0) + (9X — f^Xj + d2x2 — 92ccx
= —Cq̂ 2 — C[(X[ — o^) +(x^— (Xq) [dx—9^xx-\-[92—92̂ x 2 +92{xx — or0)(x2 — c^) (4.57)
Step3. From (4.56), taking the derivative of a x gives:
/3 (C'^o ^ co ^ / ^  ( ci CbU
£/, '  i u
= A + 5  (0jXj + 02x2)
where A = —
9 2 2
q(Xi Q-q ) ^ ^[Xj+cig f?2 + ,. j Ci(X{) E, 9xxx + c0Vd + Vc
5  =  4 - ( - c1 - 0 1 - co )
(4.58)
9 2
The derivative of x2 -  er, can be expressed as
x2 -  a x -  9 2x x +  9 4 x 2 + 9 5ju  -  ax (4-59)
From the equation (4.57) to (4.59), the presence of parameter estimates suggests the 
following Lyapunov function:
r ,= r 1+ A x 1- a , ) 1+ A - - 'i ( e l - e l)
^ t-li ;=i (4.60)
where y ( i  =1,...,5) are constant positive adaptive gains.
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The derivative of this function, using equations (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59), is:
V, = V, +(.<, -« ,) (* ,  - « , ) + - i ( e ,  - 4 ) M
Yi i=i
Yi i=i
+  ( x 2 -OCx)  02(X1 ~  a o)  +  @3X\ +  @4X2 +  @5̂  - A -  B ( O xXx +  02X2 ) (4.61)
The control fl can be obtained by canceling the indefinite terms in the last bracket in 
(4.61) and the estimates 0t are used to deal with the unknown parameters 0t (i = 1,..., 5) .
- c 2(x2 - a x) - 02(xx - a 0) - 03xx - 0Ax2 +A + B[0xxx + 02x2 j
Substituting the control ji in (4.61), the derivation of F3 becomes:
— cx{x.j (Xq) c2(x2 ocx) + {̂6X 0X j
1




i.x2 ~ cxx )x2 04
Ya
+ (x2 - a x) / i  05
Ys
(x2 - a x)x1 ——ft 
Ys
1
Now the ^0t -  0t j term can be eliminated with the update laws:
^1 — Ti-h [Ĉ i — ) ~ B(x2 — Qq)]
02 — YlXl [(•'"I — «o) _ B(x2 — Oq)]
3̂ — T3T (X2 ~ kCj)
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which makes the derivation of V3
L j — —  Cj (Xj — (X q )  — C2 (X 2 — Ctj )
negative semi-definite.
(4.65)
4.6 Adaptive Backstepping Sliding Mode Control
The design procedure of an adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller is shown 
below.
Stepl. In equation (4.3), x, is viewed as a virtual input. Select the Lyapunov function:
L = - < f  (4 -6 6 )
1 2
Then the virtual control
X i= ao =-Co£ + Fd (4-67)
makes the derivative of Vl , that is,
K = & = -c0?  + -  «o) (4'68)
negative definite, where c0 > 0  is a design parameter.
Differentiating a 0 yields
o , = - ^  + FJ = - c 0 U ,-F ,)  + r j ( « 9 )
(4.70)
«o — (^i — Vd) + Vd — —c0 (f?jXj + #2x2) + CqP̂  + Vd
Step2. The derivative of the error x, -  a0 is expressed as
Xj -  a 0 = 6xXy + 02x2 -  a 0 (4-71)
The augmented Lyapunov function is chosen as
= (4'72)
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The derivative of V2, using (4.68) and (4.71), is
V2 — Vx T (Xj ct0)(Xj tf0)
= -  «o ) + Oi -  «o X*i -  «o)
— — Cq̂  +(Xj — Ct0)(^ + ̂ 1x1 + 02x2 — (Xq) (4 .7 3 )
The virtual control can be designed for x2 to make T2 negative definite, that is,
x2 C1 (X, rt(j ) ^ ^1 Xj + (Xq
(4.74)
where 8l and <9, denote the estimates of the parameters 6{ and 02, c, >0 is a design 
parameter.
From (4.73), together with (4.74), the resulting derivative becomes:
V2 = -c 0£ 2 + (x! - a0)(^ + 8xxj + Q2x2 - < X q + 02a x -  02a x)
=  - c 0£ 2 +  (x j  - a 0 )  -C j(X j  - 0C q )  +  { 8 X - 8 x ) x x +  6 2 x 2 —  0 2 a x 
— —Cq̂ 2 — c\{Xy — 0 !q )  +(x,— (X q )  ^  — 8Xj x ,  — ̂ 2 )^ 2  “̂ ( -h  — <-̂ b)('c2 — (4.75)
Step3. From (4.74), taking the derivative of ct, gives:
rij — —-ry ĵ —Cj (xt — (x0) — — (?[Xj + rt0 J 0 2 
2
+ X ( C1^° ~ ̂  — C1 _ ^1 — Co)-̂ l
6/,
= 4̂ + 5  (6 1x1 + #2x2)
where ri = -
a
Cj(Xj (Xq) £, &xXx+(Xq 02 + „ | C | ^ j X j  + Cgf̂  +
s 4 h 4 - ci)0,
(4.76)
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The derivative of x2 -  a x can be expressed as
x2 -  CC\ = ^x, + 0 4x2 + 95ju -  ax (4.77)
Now we define a sliding surface S , select a Lyapunov function V3 and design control 
input fj, to make its derivative negative semi-definite
S = x2 -  ax
V, (4.78)
where yi (z = 1,...,5) are constant positive adaptive gains.
The derivative of Lyapunov function V}, using equations (4.75), (4.76) and (4.77), is
v, = v2+ s s + - 2 ( e - e l)[ -e l
( e , - e t ) * .  + ( e , - 4 ) * 2 J  + - £ ( < ! - S ) ( - 4
Yi i-1
^ i( -h  a 0 )  "'"(-h O b )
+S 02(Xj - ct0) + 03Xj + 04x2 + 9 5j u -  A - B ( 9 xx x + 02x2) (4.79)
The control // can be obtained by canceling the indefinite terms in the last bracket in
(4.79) and the estimates 8i are used to deal with the unknown parameters 6x{i = 1,...,5).
-02 (x\ - a o) - 0 3xx - 6 4x2 + A + b {§xxx + §2x2^ - k xs - k 2sign(s)
(4.80)
where kx>0 and k2 > 0  are design parameters and sign(.) is a sign function.
Notice that the control law (4.80) becomes a sliding mode control law if  the parameter 
kx is set to zero and it becomes an adaptive backstepping controller as k2 -  0 .
With the designed control input / / ,  the derivative of Lyapunov function V3 becomes
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V2 — c0<̂ Cj(xj a0) +($!
+ (92 - 9 2)
K " « . )
1
(x, -  a 0)x2 -  BSx2 d2
Yi
a 0)x1 —BSx1- - 4
Y\
I * A \ 1
+ ( $ 3 —03 j Sx, — -4\ / L /3 J
Sx2- - S ,
r.
+ [ O s - i ) s n - — e5
Ys
■ kxS 2 -  k2S ■ sign(S)
Now the ^0,-0 , j term can be eliminated with the update laws:
4  — YiN [('h — ) — -BS]
02 — y2x2 [ ( x j  — c T q )  — BS]
03 = y2xxS
<?4 =  YaX2S
05 = y5Sju 
which makes the derivation of V}
V3 = - c j ; 2 - cl(xl - a 0) 2 - kjS2 -  fc2S • sign(S)





4.7 Estimation of the Inductor Current
In our experimental system, the output voltage xl can be accurately measured. For the
other state variable, inductor current x2 can be measured with a current sensor. 
Meanwhile, inductor current also can be estimated using a reduced order observer.
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According to the reduced order observer design theory, the differential equation for the 
output voltage xx
x, = 0xxx + 92x2 (4.84)
is first rearranged to serve as a measurement equation for x2
d 2 x 2 —  Xj -  0 xx x =  z  ( 4 . 8 5 )
where z can be considered as a new measurement.
Since the state equation for x2 is
x 2 =  02xx + 04x2 + 05ju ( 4 . 8 6 )
The reduced order estimator with z is given by
x2 =  <93x , +  04x2 + 05/u + Lat ( z  - 0 2x2) ( 4 - 8 7 )
where L a t  is an estimator gain which can be selected by using the pole placement
method.
Now we introduce a new state variable x3
X 3 = ^ 2 ~ L est X l ( 4 ' 8 8 )
Then differentiating the new variable x3, we obtain
x s ~  x 2 ~  L estX \  — 9 2x x + ( 9 4x 2 +  6 s f . l  +  L e s [ ( z  — d 2 x 2 )  — L estx x
— 02xx + 04x2 + 0sfJ + Les( (X| — 0xxx) — Lesl 02 x2 — Lestxx
— (02 + Lest04 — Lest0x — Lest 02)xx + (04 — LeJ 2 )x3 + 0s/l ( 4 . 8 9 )
Finally, the inductor current x2 can be computed from the following equation
x2 = x3+Latxi (4‘90)
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Chapter 5
Simulation Analysis of the Control Strategies
The five nonlinear controllers developed on the state space averaged model of the 
DC-DC buck converter in Chapter 4, namely backstepping, sliding mode, backstepping 
sliding mode, adaptive backstepping, and adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller, 
are simulated on a computer using MATLAB. The responses of the controllers have been 
compared with the following conditions:
•  Setpoint changes from 8  volts to 10 volts
•  Load resistance changes from 8  ohms to 4 ohms
•  2  volt step disturbance in the power supply.
The specifications of the converter are given in Table.5-1. In the simulation, the value of
the desired output voltage is set to be Vd = 8  volts. The design parameters of the
proposed controllers, which were chosen by trial and error, are shown in Table.5-2.
Note that the parameter estimators 02 and 6S appear in denominators in the proposed
adaptive controllers, which implies that they must be non-zero. It is worth monitoring 
their values in the simulation.
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Parameter name Symbol Value
Power supply E 2 0  volts
Inductance L 92 jiH
Capacitance C 220 juF








Switching resistance Rs 44 mil
Table. 5-1: Specification of buck converter (simulation)
Control strategy Design parameters
Backstepping c0 = 120, c, = 60000, c2 = 50000
Sliding mode K = 20000
Backstepping sliding mode c0 =120, q  = 60000, kx = 50000, k2 = 2000
Adaptive backstepping c0 =120, Cj =60000, c2 =50000, yi =\0r\i=X...,5)
Adaptive backstepping sliding mode c0 = 120, cl = 60000, kx = 50000, k2 = 2000 
yi =10”2(f = 1,...,5)
Table.5-2: Specification of design parameters (simulation)
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5.1 Response to Setpoint Change
In order to study the ability of the developed controllers to regulate the output voltage to 
the desired value, in this section, the output voltage reference is changed from 8  volts to 
1 0  volts at the time 0 .1 s.
Fig.5-1 depicts the performance of the backstepping controller. It can be seen that when 
the setpoint changed, the output voltage exhibits a good performance in tracking the 
output reference voltage.
The behavior of the sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.5-2. It is obvious that sliding 
mode control has some overshoots.
The response of the backstepping sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.5-3. It has been 
found that this controller has a good performance in output voltage regulation.
In the case of the unknown parameters, the two adaptive controllers, adaptive 
backstepping controller and adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller, are simulated. 
Their performances to the setpoint changes are presented in Fig.5-4 and Fig.5-5, 
respectively. It can be observed that they all have good voltage regulation.
For the two adaptive controllers, it is necessary to check the behaviors of the parameter
estimators d2 and 05, which are displayed in Fig.5-6, Fig.5-7, Fig.5-8 and Fig.5-9. It
can be seen that the values of these parameter estimators are changing but never go to 
zero.
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Fig.5-5: Adaptive backstepping sliding mode
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Fig.5-6: G2 -Adaptive backstepping
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5.2 Response to Load Change
In this section, the performances of the proposed controllers are analyzed in the presence 
of load variations. The load resistance is changed from its normal value R = 8 Qto R = 4Q 
during the time interval [0 .1 , 0.15]s.
The behaviors of the controllers are shown in Fig.5-10, Fig.5-11, Fig.5-12, Fig.5-13 and 
Fig.5-14. It can be seen that the backstepping, backstepping sliding mode, adaptive 
backstepping, and adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller have similar 
performances. Their output voltage exhibits about 160mV overshoots during the load 
variations. The performance of the sliding mode controller shows larger overshoots and 
faster response time to the load changes.
/V /V
For the two adaptive controllers, the behaviors of the parameter estimators 02 and 05
are shown in Fig.5-15, Fig.5-16, Fig.5-17 and Fig.5-18. It can be seen that the values of 
these parameter estimators are not zero.
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Adaptive backstepping sliding mode
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5.3 Response to Source Voltage Change
The ability of the proposed controllers to attenuate pulse disturbances at the source 
voltage is studied because it might occur in practice. In this simulation, the disturbance is 
introduced by changing power supply from 2 0  volts to 18 volts during the time period 
[0.1, 0.15]s.
Fig.5-19, Fig.5-20, Fig.5-21, Fig.5-22 and Fig.5-23 display the performances of the 
controllers. It can be seen that the backstepping controller has about \5mV  overshoots, 
its output voltage dropped and then recovered to the desired voltage during the 
disturbances. The performance of sliding mode controller to source voltage changes has 
larger overshoots but faster response time. The backstepping sliding mode has similar 
performance to the backstepping controller. Adaptive backstepping and adaptive 
backstepping sliding mode controller show better performances due to the smaller 
overshoots.
For the two adaptive controllers, the behaviors of the parameter estimators 02 and 05
shown in Fig.5-24, Fig.5-25, Fig.5-26 and Fig.5-27 indicate that the values of these 
parameter estimators converge to some non-zero values.
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Backstepping sliding mode
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5.4 Simulation Results Comparison
All the designed nonlinear controllers are simulated under three conditions using 
MATLAB. The performances, which are compared in terms of steady state error, 
transient response and settling time, are shown in Table 5-3.
Control strategy Setpoint change Load change Source
voltage
change
Backstepping Steady state error 0.1 mV 0.1 mV 0.1 mV
Transient response 
(peak value)
8.5 mV 159.6 mV 14.4 mV
Settling time 25 ms 45 ms 40 ms
Sliding mode Steady state error <0.01 mV < 0.01 mV <0.01 mV
Transient response 192.5 mV 323 mV 97 mV
Settling time 26 ms 1 ms 4 ms
Backstepping 
sliding mode
Steady state error <0.01 mV <0.01 mV <0.01 mV
Transient response 8.5 mV 156.8 mV 11.6 mV
Settling time 25 ms 45 ms 40 ms
Adaptive
backstepping
Steady state error 0.1 mV 0.1 mV 0.1 mV
Transient response 8.5 mV 159.5 mV 14.4 mV




Steady state error <0.01 mV <0.01 mV <0.01 mV
Transient response 8.5 mV 156.8 mV 11.4 mV
Settling time 25 ms 45 ms 40 ms
Table.5-3: Simulation results comparison
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Chapter 6
Experimental Setup and Results
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a buck converter experimental system is constructed in the laboratory to 
implement the nonlinear controllers designed in Chapter 4. The whole experimental 
system is shown in Fig.6-1. It consists of the buck converter circuit card, data acquisition 
(DAQ) board, and personal computer (PC). The buck converter circuit receives control 
signals from the DAQ board placed in the computer. The DAQ board acquires the output 
voltage signal from the buck converter circuit card by using an A/D converter. Two DC 
power supplies are needed to operate the whole system, one to provide energy to the buck 
converter system and the other to feed the electronic parts of the card.
The prototype buck converter circuit card is assembled using low cost commercial 
electronic components. The controllers are implemented on the PC through the DAQ 
board. This is clearly not a practical solution because the computer implementation is too 
expensive. We could have performed it with analog circuits, but this is not the essential 
point of our study. Our objective is to test the proposed controllers and compare the 
controller performances using a standard laboratory setup.
71
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Fig.6-1: Buck converter experimental system
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6.2 Experimental Setup
The diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.6-2. The proposed controllers are 
implemented on PC using Visual C++ language, which contains the description of the 
controllers. In each sampling period, the computer obtains the output voltage from the 
buck converter circuit, calculates the control input in terms of duty cycle and translates 
the duty cycle to voltage signal which is sent to the PWM circuit to generate PWM 
signals to control the buck converter. Time derivatives in some of the control laws are 
accomplished with Runge-Kutta method.
In this experiment, the sampling period is set as 1 millisecond, which is fast enough for 
the computer to finish reading signals from the boards, calculating and sending signals 















Fig.6-2: Diagram of the experimental setup
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6.2.1 Buck Converter Circuit Card Description
Fig.6-3 shows the buck converter circuit card, which is built with a buck converter circuit, 
a pulse width modulation circuit, and a MOSFET driver circuit.
The buck converter circuit is basically composed of an inductor, a capacitor, a resistance 
load, a MOSFET (IRF540N) and a rapid diode (MUR1520) in a suitable manner. All 
these elements are fed by a DC power supply. The values of these components are shown 
in Table.6-1, which are taken from the datasheets.
The buck converter circuit can be controlled by means of a PWM control circuit or by 
directly introducing a switching signal coming from the DAQ board. In our experiment, 
the PWM control circuit is designed using a TL494 integrated circuit. The PWM control 
circuit, which is shown in Fig.6-3, converts a continuous voltage signal in the range [0, 5] 
to a PWM signal of the duty ratio from 0 to 100%. Output pulse width modulation is 
accomplished by comparison of the positive sawtooth waveform across the capacitor to 
the external control signals fed into deadtime control.
The MOSFET is a voltage controlled device and its on state is achieved when the 
gate-to-source voltage sufficiently exceeds the threshold voltage. The MOSFET driver 
circuit is performed by using chip IR4428. The PS8601 eight pin optocoupler, made by 
NEC, is used to create a floating ground between the MOSFET and the control circuit.
The output voltage of buck converter circuit will be fed into the DAQ board to be used in 
the control law. A voltage divider is used to reduce the level of the output voltage signal 
in such a way that its final value is always in the range [0, 10] volts.
6.2.2 DAQ Board
In the laboratory the data exchange between instruments and a computer can be realized 
by using a DAQ board. A typical commercial DAQ board contains analog to digital 
converters (ADC) and digital to analog converters (DAC) that allow input and output of
74
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analog and digital signals in addition to digital input/output channels.
The DAQ board used for our experiment is ADIO1600 from ICS Advent. It is a 
multi-function high-speed analog/digital I/O card for use in computers. With this card 
installed, the computer can be used as a precision data acquisition and control system. 
The DAQ board is plugged in PCI slot inside the computer, and the connection to buck 

















o  PS8601 IR4428
GND
+12V
Fig.6-3: Buck converter circuit card
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6.3 Experimental Results
The five control laws described in Chapter 4 have been implemented on the buck 
converter experimental system. Their behaviors are compared with the following basic 
criteria:
•  Transient and steady state response to step output voltage references.
•  Response to the load resistance changes
•  Disturbances in the power supply.
In the design procedure of two adaptive controllers, the parameter estimators 02 and 05
appear in the denominators. It is worth taking a look at their values in the experiment.
The specifications of the buck converter circuit are given in Table.6-1. In the experiment, 
the value of the desired output voltage is set to Vd = 8 volts.
Parameter name Symbol Value
Power supply E 20 volts
Inductance L 92 fiH
Capacitance C 220 /J.F
Load resistance R 8 i l
Inductor resistance Rl 74 m il




Switching resistance Rs 44 m il
Switching frequency f 70 KHz
Table.6-1: Specification of buck converter (experiment)
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6.3.1 Current Estimated Using Reduced Order Observer
In this section, the inductor current is estimated with the designed reduced order observer. 
The design parameters of the proposed controllers are shown in Table.6-2.
Control strategy Design parameters
Backstepping c0 =0.75 , Cj=150, c2 = 4 0 0 , £ ^ = 0 .0 1
Sliding mode K = 32000, ^ = 0 . 0 1
Backstepping sliding mode c0 = 0.75, C[=150, &j=400, k2 = 5, Z^^O.Ol
Adaptive backstepping c0 = 0.75 , q  = 150 , c2 = 400 
Lest =0.01, yt =10-2(i = 1,...,5)
Adaptive backstepping sliding mode c0 = 0.75, Cj=150, ^ = 4 0 0 ,  k2 = 5 
Yi =10-2(i = l , . . . ,5 ) , L at =0.01
Table.6-2: Specification of design parameters (estimated current)
6.3.1.1 Response to Output Voltage Reference
The controller responses to the output voltage reference change from 8 volts to 10 volts 
are shown in Fig.6-4, Fig.6-5, Fig.6-6, Fig.6-7 and Fig.6-8. It can be seen that the five 
nonlinear controllers have good performances to the output reference change. All the 
controllers show about 40 millivolt overshoots. The sliding mode controller exhibits little 
chattering around the desired value.
The behaviors of the parameter estimators 02 and 05 for the two adaptive controllers 
are shown in Fig.6-9, Fig.6-10, Fig.6-11, and Fig.6-12. Their values are adjusted by
77
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calculating the update laws to make the controller work well. It is clear that they never be 
zero.
Note that there are some disagreements between the experimental results and simulation 
results in terms of the overshoots and the settling time. This is mainly due to the 
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6.3.1.2 Response to Load Change
In order to introduce a load change to the experimental system, the load resistance R is 
reduced from R = 8Q to R = 4Q . The performance of the backstepping controller is 
shown in Fig.6-13. It can be seen that the output voltage dropped and recovered to the 
desired value during the load changes. The biggest steady state error is about ±25m V , 
and the transient response is about 90m V .
In Fig.6-14, the sliding mode controller shows its robustness and faster response time to 
the load variations and exhibits ±20mV  chattering as well.
The behavior of the backstepping sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.6-15, it can be 
seen that there is no chattering. The steady state error is about ±25mF and the transient 
response is 90m V.
Fig.6-16 depicts the performance of the adaptive backstepping controller, from which 
about ±25mV steady state error and 70mV  transient response can be observed.
The behavior of the adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller is presented in 
Fig.6-17. It can be found that this controller shows no chattering problem, but it exhibits 
±20mV steady state error and 40mV transient response.
As shown in Fig.6-18, Fig.6-19, Fig.6-20 and Fig.6-21, the values of parameter 
estimators 02 and 05 for the adaptive controllers will never be zero.
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6.3.1.3 Response to Source Voltage Change
For a practical buck converter system, the main disturbance is generated by the power 
source. It is important to study the nonlinear controllers’ robustness to source 
disturbances. In this experimental system, the disturbance is introduced by changing the 
source voltage from 20 volts to 18 volts.
The performance of the backstepping controller, which is shown in Fig.6-22, reveals that 
the output voltage is less sensitive to the disturbance and it has about ±25mV  steady 
state error and 60mV transient response.
The performance of the sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.6-23, from which the 
controllers’ robustness and faster response time to disturbances can be observed. 
Meanwhile, there also exists ±20mV chattering.
As shown in Fig.6-24, the backstepping sliding mode controller doesn’t have chattering. 
The steady state error is about ±25m V and the transient response is 50m V .
The performance of the adaptive backstepping controller is shown in Fig.6-25. This 
controller has ±20mV steady state error and 50mV transient response.
Fig.6-26 shows the behavior of the adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller. It can 
be seen that the chattering problem is gone. The controller shows ±20mV  steady state 
error and 50mV transient response.
After checking the performances of the parameter estimators 02 and d5 for the
adaptive controllers shown in Fig.6-27, Fig.6-28, Fig.6-29 and Fig.6-30, the values of the 
estimators are not zero.
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6.3.2 Current Measured Using Current Transducer
In this section, the current transducer (LTS 6-NP) is used to measure the inductor current. 
The design parameters of the proposed controllers are shown in Table.6-3.
Control strategy Design parameters
Backstepping c0 = 5, cx = 60000, c2 = 56000
Sliding mode K  =22000
Backstepping sliding mode c0 = 5 ,  c\ =60000, k, =56000, k2 =2000,
Adaptive backstepping c0 = 5 , c, = 60000, c2 = 56000 
Yi =10~2(z =1,...,5)
Adaptive backstepping sliding mode c0 = 5 , cx — 60000, kx — 56000, k2 = 2000 
Yi =10~2(/ = 1,..., 5) ,
Table.6-3: Specification of design parameters (current sensor)
6.3.2.1 Response to Output Voltage Reference
The controller responses to the output voltage reference change from 8 volts to 10 volts 
are shown in Fig.6-31, Fig.6-32, Fig.6-33, Fig.6-34 and Fig.6-35. It can be seen that the 
five nonlinear controllers have good performances to the output reference change. The 
backstepping controller, backstepping sliding mode controller, adaptive backstepping 
controller and adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller show about 50 millivolt 
overshoots. The sliding mode controller has 30 millivolt overshoots.
The behaviors of the parameter estimators §2 and 05 for the two adaptive controllers
are shown in Fig.6-36, Fig.6-37, Fig.6-38, and Fig.6-39. Their values are not zero.
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Fig.6-38:02 -Adaptive backstepping sliding mode
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6.3.2.2 Response to Load Change
The performance of the backstepping controller is shown in Fig.6-40. It can be seen that 
the output voltage dropped and recovered to the desired value during the load changes. 
The steady state error is ±15m V , and the transient response is about 50m V .
In Fig.6-41, the sliding mode controller shows its robustness and faster response time to 
the load variations and exhibits ±25mV chattering as well.
The behavior of the backstepping sliding mode controller is shown in Fig. 6-42, it can be 
seen that there is no chattering. The steady state error is about ±15mV and the transient 
response is 50m V.
Fig.6-43 depicts the performance of the adaptive backstepping controller, from which 
about ±15mV steady state error and 50mV transient response can be observed.
The behavior of the adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller is presented in 
Fig.6-44. It can be found that this controller shows no chattering problem, but it exhibits 
±10mV  steady state error and 40mV transient response.
As shown in Fig.6-45, Fig.6-46, Fig.6-47 and Fig.6-48, the values of parameter 
estimators 02 and d5 for the adaptive controllers will never be zero.
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6.3.2.3 Response to Source Voltage Change
The performance of the backstepping controller, which is shown in Fig.6-49, reveals that 
the output voltage is less sensitive to the disturbance and the steady state error is from 
-25m V to +10mF.
The performance of the sliding mode controller is shown in Fig.6-50, from which the 
controllers’ robustness and faster response time to disturbances can be observed. 
Meanwhile, there also exists -3 0mV  to +20mV chattering.
As shown in Fig.6-51, the backstepping sliding mode controller doesn’t have chattering. 
The steady state error is from -22m V to +10m V .
The performance of the adaptive backstepping controller is shown in Fig.6-52. This 
controller has -22mV  to +10mV steady state error.
Fig.6-53 shows the behavior of the adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller. It can 
be seen that the chattering problem is gone. The controller shows -20mV  to +5mV 
steady state error.
After checking the performances of the parameter estimators 02 and 05 for the
adaptive controllers shown in Fig.6-54, Fig.6-55, Fig.6-56 and Fig.6-57, the values of the 
estimators are not zero.
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6.3.3 PI Control Results
A PI controller is implemented on the buck converter with the gains Kp = 25, K t =80
under the three conditions. It can be seen that the PI controller has 40mV overshoots 
when the setpoint changed from 8 volts to 10 volts. For the load change, the steady state 
error is from -4 0 mV  to -1 5 mV and the transient response is about 25m V . The PI 
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6.3.4 Experimental Results Comparison
All the designed nonlinear controllers are implemented on a buck converter under three 
conditions. Their performances are compared in terms of steady state error, transient 
response and settling time. Two sets of results, which are obtained using reduced order 
observer and current transducer, are shown in Table 6-4 and Table 6-5 respectively.
Control strategy Setpoint change Load change Source voltage 
change
Backstepping Steady state error 25.5 mV 32.5 mV 31.5 mV
Transient response 
(peak value)
385 mV 63.7 mV 58 mV
Settling time 3.8 s 2.1 5 1.5 ^
Sliding mode Steady state error 16m V 21.5 mV 21.2 mV
Transient response 295 mV 36.7 mV 19.8 mV
Settling time 3.5 ^ 0.6 s 0.1 ^
Backstepping Steady state error 25 mV 32.5 mV 31 mV
sliding mode Transient response 355 mV 58.2 mV 52.5 mV
Settling time 3.5 s 2.1 5 1.5 5
Adaptive Steady state error 24 mV 28.2 mV 31.5 mV
backstepping Transient response 347 mV 58.5 mV 43.8 mV
Settling time 3.5 ^ 1.6 s 1.2 5
Adaptive Steady state error 24 mV 17.3 mV 31.8 mV
backstepping Transient response 348 mV 46.8 mV 42.6 mV
sliding mode Settling time 3.5 5 1.6 s 1.2 s
Table.6-4: Experimental results comparison (estimated current)
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Control strategy Setpoint change Load change Source voltage 
change
Backstepping Steady state error 18 mV 20 mV 25 mV
Transient response 
(peak value)
532 mV 37.2 mV 16 mV
Settling time 1.1 5 2.1 5 0.3 5
Sliding mode Steady state error 14 mV 27.2 mV 23.7 mV
Transient response 243 mV 17 mV 23.7 mV
Settling time 1.5 5 1.0 5 0.1 5
Backstepping 
sliding mode
Steady state error 16 mV 36.5 mV 24 mV
Transient response 528 mV 58.2 mV 14 mV
Settling time 1.1 5 1.5 5 0.1 5
Adaptive
backstepping
Steady state error 16 mV 35 mV 23 mV
Transient response 536 mV 36.4 mV 12 mV




Steady state error 15 mV 16 mV 22 mV
Transient response 533 mV 31.5 mV 12 mV
Settling time 1.1 5 1.4 5 0.1 5
PI controller Steady state error 15 mV 30 mV 22 mV
Transient response 366 mV 25.7 mV 13 mV
Settling time 1.1 5 1.5 5 0.1 5
Table.6-5: Experimental results comparison (current transducer)
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has proposed five different nonlinear control techniques to minimize the 
steady state error for a DC-DC buck converter under source disturbances, setpoint 
changes and load variations. A state space averaging model has been derived from a 
non-ideal buck converter circuit. Based on this averaged model, several nonlinear 
controllers were designed. These include backstepping, sliding mode, backstepping 
sliding mode, adaptive backstepping, and adaptive backstepping sliding mode control. 
The two adaptive control methods have been developed to deal with the parameter 
uncertainties.
All these control techniques have been simulated on computer by using MATLAB. 
Moreover, a DC-DC buck converter experimental system was built in the laboratory to 
implement these control techniques. Comparing the simulation and experimental results 
on these control methods leads to the following conclusions:
•  All the nonlinear controllers performed well in tracking the output voltage reference 
changes. They exhibited a less sensitivity to source voltage disturbances than to load 
resistance changes.
•  Adaptive controllers have automatically tuned its control parameters for the DC-DC 
buck converter with unknown parameters.
•  Sliding mode control does show its robustness to the source disturbances and load 
changes, however, it still has little chattering.
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•  PI controller has similar performance with these developed nonlinear controllers 
under setpoint variation and source deviation. For the load changes, the PI controller 
has better performance.
•  These nonlinear controllers show better performance using current sensor than using 
the reduced order observer to estimate the current.
•  The efficiency of the buck converter is over 90%.
7.2 Suggestions for Future Research
The DC-DC buck converter experimental system was constructed in laboratory with low 
cost commercial electronic components. However, the proposed controllers were 
implemented using a DAQ board mounted in a computer, which definitely made our 
control algorithms more expensive than any commercial solutions. An alternative 
solution to this problem is to use microprocessor control techniques to implement these 
control algorithms for the DC-DC buck converter.
Another interesting research area is the extension of the proposed control methods to 
boost converters and buck-boost converters.
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